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 With changing climates and the need to find the perfect building spot, there are many

environmental facets that we need to take into consideration before constructing our

dream home. One of the most crucial decisions that will be made during this period is

the type of building material that will be used as the primary structure of your home.

When visiting your local building depot you will find many different options to choose

from ranging from clay bricks to wood to blocks. We’ll be taking a look at the benefits

and bonuses that will be found when choosing concrete blocks and concrete bricks.

Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 
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"There is no reason to design buildings that are more basic and
rectilinear, because with concrete you can cover almost any space. "    

Oscar Niemeyer
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In the past, due to its affordability in relation to clay products, concrete building material gained a

reputation for being a low-quality product that will not withstand the elements. This is quite far from

the truth. When the benefits of using concrete bricks and blocks are examined, its easy to see that this

building material embodies the characteristics of a superhero. Advantages include the following:

 

Concrete blocks and bricks are:

·        Strong and Durable

·        Moisture Resistant

·        Fire Resistant

·        Energy Saving

·        Pest Resistant

·        Cost Saving & Sustainable

·        Soundproof

·        Adaptable in their Design

Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 

Strength & Durability: 

When assessing the advantages of using concrete products as a building

material, its hard to believe that any other material would be considered.

In terms of strength and durability, concrete can be seen as being the

superhero of building materials as it is extremely resilient and can stand

the test of time. One of concrete's otherworldly traits is that is actually

continues to grow stronger as time goes by and is not hindered by

external elements such as pests and mould.

The key to concrete's strength is the crushed stone that is used to

manufacture concrete blocks and bricks. These concrete products will

then continue to dry and cure even after their production, which increases

their durability.

 

Shelter From the Storm

Due to its sturdiness and endurance, buildings constructed with concrete blocks can withstand wind

speeds up to 320km per hour.

If a concrete block house is constructed correctly, it can also provide short-term protection and

shelter for its owners in the aftermath of a severe natural disaster.

This is the reason why an increasing number of homeowners are turning to concrete products to

construct their homes and buildings in areas that are prone to hurricanes, tornadoes, and tropical

storms.
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Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 

Concrete is a well-known material that is resistant to moisture and is the reason why concrete

buildings are common in areas of high humidity.

When concrete is compared to other materials such as clay and wood products, it is the preferred

choice as clay bricks tend to be more porous and soak up more water than concrete.

Wood has a major downfall of creating a good breeding ground for mould and mildew.

The spread of mould and mildew should not be taken lightly as they can be the cause of ailments

such as headaches, serious respiratory infections, and disorders of the immune system.

To create a safe and healthy environment for you and your family, concrete should always be the

first choice in high moisture environments.

 

 

Moisture Resistant: 

Fire Resistant: 

Buildings made of concrete blocks have the ability to repel flames in the event of a fire and

therefore reduce the chances of fire spreading.

Under the stress of fire, insulated concrete blocks do not warp, burn or become weakened as

opposed to wood and steel.

It's well understood by insurance companies that concrete is far safer than any other form of

building material when a fire is ignited and is the best choice for creating a fire resistant home.
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Energy Saving: 

Along with rescuing you from natural disasters and protecting you from fire, concrete also has the

ability to save its occupants excess costs by conserving energy.

Due to the composition of concrete, this building material regulates the temperature in your home

by keeping air inside your home from escaping outside, while also preventing air from outside

from entering your home. 

Therefore on a cold day your concrete walls will retain the warm air generated from heaters

indoors and will not allow cold air from outside to penetrate the walls of your house. The same

applies to warm air entering your home and cold air escaping on a hot day. This simple but

ingenious trait of concrete will save you up to 25% on your energy bill as you will use less heating

and cooling in your home.  

 

 

Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 

Pest Resistant: 

Yet another protective characteristic of concrete is its ability to repel pests from the structure of

your building.

A concrete home will not allow termites, ants and rodents to settle and breed and is also resistant

to rotting and rusting. 
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Cost Saving & Sustainable: 

When comparing concrete to clay bricks, it is known that the latter requires large amounts of land,

coal and wood to produce, which leads to an increased price tag for the consumer.

However concrete products are manufactured with resources that are both sustainable and can

be recycled.

The energy used to produce concrete products is also considerably lower when compared to

other construction materials and this also applies to the reduced levels of carbon dioxide

emissions from concrete production.

Due to the advantages of concrete products such as protection from moisture, mould, pests, rust,

and decay, the maintenance bill of concrete homes are very low.    

 

 

Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 

Soundproof: 

Along with stabilising air flow travelling in and out of your home, concrete blocks also insulate

your walls and therefore are a good choice for soundproofing your home.

They keep loud sounds inside your home and keep out unwanted noise from outdoors.

So whether you love or loath loud parties, a concrete home is a good choice for you.
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Adaptable Design: 

To round off the benefits of choosing concrete products to construct your home/buildings is the

fact that concrete can morph into virtually limitless design options.

The humble concrete block is extremely adaptable to accommodate different types of designs

Features such as archways, columns, and complicated shapes and designs can be created with

concrete products.

It doesn't matter whether you are constructing a state of the art office park, or a simple, clean cut

one story home, the design options concrete offers you are boundless.

To provide you with an even greater scope of options, concrete products come in a range of sizes

and designs to suit every construction project and can also be custom made in a a variety of

colours and finishes.       

Concrete bricks can also be produced in an assortment of shapes while some can be made to

interlock with each other.

 

 

Concrete -  The Superhero of Building Materials 
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By assessing the benefits outlined in this article, it is clear that when the time comes to choose

building material for your next construction project, concrete products should be at the top of your

list. With the strength and durability that stands the test of time, resistance to moisture, fire and

pests, having limitless design options, as well as saving you a bundle at the bank, there truly is no

match for this extraordinary building material.

 

 " Concrete you can mold, you can press it into - after all, you haven’t any straight lines in
your body. Why should we have straight lines in our architecture? You’d be surprised
when you go into a room that has no straight line -  how marvellous it is that you can

feel the walls talking back to you, as it were."      Philip Johnson

Information sourced from: https://www.hunker.com; http://www.mirconcreteproducts.com; https://buildingproducts.co.uk; https://blog.ozinga.com;
https://www.asanduff.com; https://www.sandpit.co.za; https://www.bautexsystems.com; https://www.concretenetwork.com;
http://www.masonrydesignmagazine.com
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Building Memories, Dreams and Lifestyles at 
St John's Lifestyle Village

Midmar Building Supplies are supplying various types of building material

towards new developments at St John's Lifestyle and Retirement Estate in

Howick to build safe and secure homes in the complex. Our materials are

being used by Tamasa Developments to construct new houses that will be

more than a place of shelter for residents, but will also be where new

memories are made and milestones are accomplished with family and friends.
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Above: Some of the houses in St John's Lifestyle and Retirement Estate that were constructed with building materials from 
Midmar Building Supplies. 
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Along with blocks and bricks, Midmar Building Supplies provided high quality

Gabion Stone that was used to create sturdy outdoor walls.

Our G7 stone was also utilised as a base for a new road in the complex for

residents to travel on.

 

 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
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Clockwise: Gabion Stone used to construct an outdoor wall; construction in progress by Tamasa Developments with MBS
building materials; MBS retainers that will soon be used in construction; G7 stone supplied by MBS for road construction; 

the beginning stages of construction taking place at a soon to be home with MBS blocks.
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MIDMAR BUILDING SUPPLIES 
NEW PRODUCT FEATURE - 
SMARTSTONE PAVING

Smartstone specialises in cast stone paving, including cobbles, flagstones,

cladding, landscaping products and much more. Smartstone provides thicker

pavers with denser concrete that provides extra strength, as well as superior

moulds and striking design capabilities that include Contemporary,

Traditional, Mediterranean and Classical designs. 

 

Choose from a wide range of paving options at Midmar Building Supplies

that are ideal for driveways, patios, pool and entertainment areas.
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Tel: 033 320 1143/081 491 8913
Email: sales@midmargroup.co.za
Address: Boston Road, Merrivale (Just after Sakabula Golf Course)
www.midmarbuildingsupplies.co.za
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Local Community News -
MANDELA DAY 2019

For Mandela Day 2019, Midmar Group helped the inspiring Angels' Care Day Care

Centre in Howick. Angels' Care has been assisting the local community by caring for

abused children at their crisis centre, providing health care, clothing and blankets as

well as providing their children with an education. They also have a feeding scheme

that provides approximately 485 children with food.

 

Midmar Group assisted the Day Care by fixing up & painting their jungle gym as well as

donating a variety of canned food, toiletries & goodies for the children. Along with this,

a R2500 Gift Voucher to Midmar Building Supplies for building materials & hardware

was given to the staff for general maintenance at the Day Care. A huge thank you to all

employees who contributed and helped make this day a success & thank you to the

staff at Angels' Care. A special thank you to Halls Retail for sponsoring the paint used

for the jungle gym.

Angels Care Day Care Centre - Howick
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Above: The children at Angels Care with their revamped jungle gym and donated items from Midmar Group. 
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Local Community News -
MANDELA DAY 2019

Taylors Halt Quarry spent their Mandela Day at Ekulthuleni Creche in the local

community where they constructed a play area and swings for the children. They also

provided the creche with a much needed microwave and handed out goodie bags to

all the kids. We'd like to thank the staff of Ekulthuleni Creche as well as our dedicated

Taylors Halt Quarry employees for truly embodying the spirit of Mandela Day.

Ekulthuleni Creche - Taylors Halt

''There can be no greater gift than that of giving one's time and energy
to helping others without expecting anything in return.''

Nelson Mandela
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Above: The children at Ekulthuleni Creche receiving their gifts and enjoying their playtime on their newly
constructed swings, together with their teacher and Taylors Halt Quarry employees.
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Midmar Building Supplies 
Facebook Giveaway

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR FACEBOOK COMPETITION WINNER!
 

A big congrats goes out to Themba Memela for being the lucky winner of a 11000mah

POWER BANK in our MIDMAR BUILDING SUPPLIES Facebook Competition! 

Themba simply liked our competition post and was entered into our lucky draw. 

His new Power Bank will keep his mobile devices charged while travelling and during

power outages. 

For more info on what MBS has to offer visit www.midmarbuildingsupplies.co.za
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Themba Memela receiving his 11000mah Powerbank from 
Midmar Building Supplies.


